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The objective of this study was to identify the microstructural mechanisms related to the
high strength and ductile behavior of 2139-Al, and how dynamic conditions would affect
the overall behavior of this alloy. Three interrelated approaches, which span a spectrum
of spatial and temporal scales, were used: (i) The mechanical response was obtained
using the split Hopkinson pressure bar, for strain-rates ranging from 1.0�10�3 s to
1.0�104 s�1. (ii) First principles density functional theory calculations were undertaken
to characterize the structure of the interface and to better understand the role played by
Ag in promoting the formation of the � phase for several �-Al interface structures. (iii)
A specialized microstructurally based finite element analysis and a dislocation-density
based multiple-slip formulation that accounts for an explicit crystallographic and mor-
phological representation of � and �� precipitates and their rational orientation rela-
tions were conducted. The predictions from the microstructural finite element model
indicated that the precipitates continue to harden and also act as physical barriers that
impede the matrix from forming large connected zones of intense plastic strain. As the
microstructural FE predictions indicated, and consistent with the experimental observa-
tions, the combined effects of �� and �, acting on different crystallographic orientations,
enhance the strength and ductility, and reduce the susceptibility of 2139-Al to shear
strain localization due to dynamic compressive loads. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3129769�
Introduction
High strength Al–Cu–Mg alloys, such as 2024-Al and 2048-Al,

ere widely used in applications that require high fracture tough-
ess and crack propagation resistance, such as aircraft structures,
utomotive applications, armored vehicles, and electronic packag-
ng devices. These alloys do not generally perform well at high
emperatures. Therefore, heat resistant alloys, such as 2219-Al and
618-Al, were used in applications that require high specific
trength and high temperature capability. These heat resistant Al–
u–Mg alloys, however, have limited fracture strength and dam-
ge tolerance �1�.

The addition of small amounts of Ag to Al–Cu–Mg alloys with
igh Cu to Mg ratios can significantly improve the age hardening
esponse by the nucleation of thermally stable, platelike � pre-
ipitates on �111� planes in the aluminum matrix �2�. Moreover,
l–Cu–Mg–Ag alloys have less grain boundary �GB� precipita-

ion, and therefore retain most of their toughness after age hard-
ning, and were less susceptible to intergranular fracture �3,4�.

Therefore, Al–Cu–Mg–Ag alloys can potentially have relatively
igh strength, temperature resistance, toughness, and damage tol-
rance. Specifically, the Al–Cu–Mg–Ag alloy 2139-T8 developed
y Cho and Bes �5� showed, after the addition of Mn for disper-
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soid formation, significantly improved fatigue life and fracture
toughness in comparison to currently used alloys in the aerospace
industry. Moreover, the ballistic performance of 2139-Al was also
shown to be potentially superior to that of Al-2519, which is used
in armored vehicles �5�.

The potential use of Al–Cu–Mg–Ag alloys for different appli-
cations was therefore predicated on understanding, identifying,
and optimizing the material mechanisms and behavior related to
increased strength and toughness. If these alloys were to be tai-
lored for a desired application, optimal trade-offs between the
competing requirements of strength and toughness have to be
identified and controlled. Hence, a detailed understanding of the
microstructural constituents in 2139-Al and their influence on the
mechanical behavior is needed. Specifically, it has to be under-
stood why the addition of Ag was favorable to the formation of �
precipitates, how � and �� precipitates affect toughening and
strengthening behavior at different scales in terms of microstruc-
tural characteristics, such as crystal orientation and dislocation-
density interactions at matrix-precipitate interfaces. A comprehen-
sive experimental-cum-modeling overview of these issues was
lacking, especially for high strain-rate modes and regimes.

Hence, the objective of this study was to identify the micro-
structural mechanisms related to the high strength and ductile be-
havior of 2139-Al, and how dynamic conditions would affect the
overall response of this alloy. Hence, three interrelated approaches
were used: �i� The mechanical response �stress-strain� behavior

was obtained using the split Hopkinson �Kolsky� pressure bar, for
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train-rates ranging from 1.0�10−3 s to 1.0�104 s−1. �ii� First
rinciples density functional theory calculations were conducted
o characterize the structure of the interface and to better under-
tand the role played by Ag in promoting the formation of the �
hase for several �-Al interface structures. �iii� A specialized mi-
rostructurally based finite element �FE� analysis and dislocation-
ensity based multiple-slip formulation that accounts for an ex-
licit representation of precipitates and their rational orientation
elations was conducted. This microstructural formulation ac-
ounted for precipitate shape, aspect ratio, volume fraction, crys-
al structure, and the different slip systems and orientations asso-
iated with the alloy matrix and precipitates. The effects of stress
nd plastic slip accumulation at precipitate interfaces, GBs, grain
nteriors, and dislocation-density evolution at the matrix-
recipitate interfaces were investigated. This integrated approach
rovided insights that are difficult, if not impossible to obtain, if
nly an experimental or a computational approach was used.

This paper is organized as follows: An overview of the experi-
ental method was presented in Sec. 1, the first principles results

re given in Sec. 2, an outline of the microstructural approach and
pecialized FE approach are given in Sec. 3, the results are dis-
ussed in Sec. 4, and a summary of the salient conclusions are
iven in Sec. 5.

High Strain-Rate Experiments
The high strain-rate behavior of metals and alloys was widely

ecognized to play an important role in several technologies in-
luding manufacturing processes, such as rolling, forming, and
igh-speed machining, as well as in ballistic failure, dynamic
rack growth, and shear banding. Accurate computational model-
ng of these processes requires the knowledge of material behav-
or at large strains over a wide range of strain rates. Relevant
onstitutive data were also essential for validating and developing
ultiscale material models �6,7�. The validation of such models

equires robust experimental measurements that can be used to aid
n the refinement of these models aimed at bridging length scales
n high strain-rate deformation of metals. The dynamic nature of
he above mentioned processes motivated the study of high-strain
ate deformations.

In this section a description of the large strain mechanical re-
ponse of 2139-Al over strain rates ranging from �̇�10−3

104 s−1 is presented. The material of this study was supplied as
olled plates from Alcan Rolled Products �Ravenswood, WV� and
hen machined as cylinders.

Quasistatic testing was carried out on a computer controlled
TS servohydraulic machine, operated under displacement con-

rol. The machine’s stiffness was taken into account when produc-
ng stress-strain data. High-rate constitutive behavior was investi-
ated using a 19 mm diameter Kolsky �split Hopkinson� pressure
ar �8�, made of C300 maraging steel. The signal processing ac-
ounted for wave dispersion according to the algorithm of Lifshitz
nd Leber �9�. Strain-rate jump tests were carried out using spe-
ially designed 30 cm long cylindrical projectiles. Two cylindrical
mpactors were used. The geometry of the first had a length of 15
m where the diameter is constant at 19 mm, and for the remain-
er of the 30 cm length, the diameter was stepwise reduced from
9 mm to 12.7 mm. The second impactor also had a constant
iameter of 19 mm along the first 15 cm of length, and for the
emainder of the impactor length, the diameter was also stepwise
educed from 19 mm to 9.61 mm. The specimens were cylindrical,
ith 6 mm in diameter and 6 mm in length.
Typical stress-strain curves obtained over a wide range of strain

ates are shown in Fig. 1. At quasistatic strain rates ��10−3 s−1�,
he material exhibited considerable hardening; it deformed to
arge equivalent strains of up to 10% and had a strength of ap-
roximately 800 MPa, which is significantly higher than most
luminum alloys. As the strain rate was increased to 8100/s, the
aterial exhibited significant ductility of up to 80%. There was
light stress softening, but as seen from Fig. 1, the strengths were
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only slightly lower than those observed in the quasistatic regime.
The strain-hardening behavior did not seem to be highly rate de-
pendent. The stress-strain response softened in the dynamic re-
gime at true strains below 10%. The flow stress at �true=0.06 is
plotted as a function of strain rate in Fig. 2. The material exhibited
considerable rate sensitivity, particularly at strain rates beyond
103 s−1. The highest strain rate achieved was approximately
104 s−1, a strain rate that was generally not achievable in a split
Hopkinson �Kolsky� pressure bar using cylindrical specimens.
These results were an indication of 2139-Al’s high strength and
significant ductility over a span of different strain rates. Atomistic
and microstructurally based FEM modelings were used to further
understand the underlying mechanisms that affect this response.

3 Atomistic Modeling of Omega Precipitates
To characterize the structure of the interface and to better un-

derstand the role played by Ag in promoting the formation of the
� phase, which could be one of the main microstructural charac-
teristics affecting the desirable behavior of 2139-Al, first prin-
ciples density functional theory calculations were carried out on
several �-Al interface structures both with and without Ag and
Mg. The calculations used the Vienna ab initio simulation package
�VASP� �10,11�, and were carried out within the generalized gradi-
ent approximation using the PW91 parameterization �12,13�.
Valence-core electron interactions were treated using ultrasoft
pseudopotentials �14�, and the valence electron wave functions
were expanded in plane wave basis sets with a 300 eV energy
cutoff using the Monkhorst–Pack method for special k-point sam-

Fig. 1 True-stress true-strain curves for 2139-Al under varied
loading rates. The quasistatic stress-strain curve, obtained
from the MTS servohydraulic machine under displacement
control, shows considerable hardening. The high strain-rate
curves, obtained from the split Hopkinson pressure bar, show
extensive ductility „up to 80%… and slight stress softening of
the 2139-Al alloy.

Fig. 2 Strain-rate sensitivity of flow stress in 2139-Al at an
equivalent strain of 0.06 exhibiting considerable material rate

3 −1
sensitivity, particularly at strain rates beyond 10 s
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ling for the Brillouin zone integration �15�. Three-dimensional
eriodic boundary conditions were applied, and both the cell vol-
me and atomic positions within the cell were relaxed.

A small supercell of 76 atoms was used to characterize the pure
-Al /� interfacial structure. Three different types of chemical
onds, Al–Al, Al–Cu, or Al–Cu plus Al–Al may be formed across
he �-Al /� interface depending on the termination of the �001� �
lanes. Several relative displacements of the � structure, with
espect to the Al lattice, were used as initial structures within these
hree termination types followed by energy minimization. The

ost stable structure of the �-Al /� interface was found to be
onnected by Al–Al bonds with a hexagonal Al lattice on the
urface of the � phase, sitting on the vacant hollow sites of the Al
111� matrix plane.

Starting with this interface structure, heats of formation were
alculated for an extensive set of trial structures in which Mg
nd/or Ag atoms were substituted for the interfacial Al. A larger
52 atom supercell was used for these calculations to reduce size
ffects and supercell image interactions. The results of these cal-
ulations indicate that when only Mg is introduced, the tendency
or segregation to the interface was minimal and the strength of
he interface was not enhanced. In contrast, Ag has a strong ten-
ency to segregate to a dense substitutional layer that was one
ayer away from the interface into the Al lattice. This occurs be-
ause Ag and Al form relatively strong bonds, and there was a
educed planar density of Al atoms in the � phase to which the Ag
an bond. However, the strongest bonding, and hence the greatest
tabilization of the interface, occurs when the Mg substitutes for
he Al layer closest to � phase and the Ag substitutes for the Al in
he next layer into the Al, hence forming an interfacial bilayer like
hat observed experimentally. To illustrate the relationship of
tructure to experiment, shown in Fig. 3 is a superposition of the
tomic arrangement �left� and the electron density �right� from the
rst principle calculations over the experimental Z contrast high
esolution transmission electron microscopy �HRTEM� image
rom Ref. �16� of the Al-� interface. Our theoretically determined
tructure allows strong Ag–Al, Mg–Cu, and Ag–Mg bonding
hile excluding the weaker Ag–Cu bonds. The analysis of the

harge density at the interface shows a net transfer of electrons to
he � and Al matrix from the interface region that contributes to
nterface stabilization. Hence, the first principle modeling pro-

ig. 3 Superposition of the atomic arrangement „left… and the
lectron density „right… from the first principles calculations
ver the experimental Z contrast HRTEM image from Ref. †1‡ of
he Al-Ω interface
ides both a viable atom-resolved structure consistent with experi-
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ment and provides insight into the driving force for the stability of
this interface in terms of bonding strengths and electron charge
transfer.

4 Microstructural Finite Element Model

4.1 Crystal Plasticity Formulation. Constitutive formula-
tions for the rate-dependent multiple-slip crystal plasticity, which
are coupled to the evolutionary equations for the dislocation den-
sities, were used. For a detailed presentation, see Refs. �17–19�.

The velocity gradient was decomposed into a symmetric defor-
mation rate tensor Dij and an antisymmetric spin tensor Wij. Dij
and Wij were then additively decomposed into elastic and plastic
components as

Dij = Dij
� + Dij

p �1a�

Wij = Wij
� + Wij

p �1b�

The inelastic parts are defined in terms of the crystallographic slip
rates as

Dij
p = Pij

����̇��� �2a�

Wij
p = �ij

����̇��� �2b�

where � is summed over all slip systems, and Pij
��� and �ij

��� are the
symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the Schmid tensor in the
current configuration, respectively.

The rate-dependent constitutive description on each slip system
can be characterized by a power law relation, for strain rates be-
low a critical value of �̇critical as

�̇��� = �̇ref
���	 	���

	ref
���
	 �	����

	ref
��� 
1/m−1

�3�

where �̇ref
��� is the reference shear strain rate, which corresponds to

a reference shear stress 	ref
���, and m is the rate sensitivity param-

eter. Above the critical strain rate �̇critical, where the phonon drag
is assumed to dominate, m is taken as 1 and �̇ref

���= �̇critical. Mugh-
rabi �20� stressed that what was used here was a modification of
widely used classical forms that relate the reference stress to a
square-root dependence on the dislocation density �
im� as

	ref
��� = �	y

��� + G

=1

nss

a
B�
��
im
�
��� T

T0
�−�

�4�

where 	y
��� is the static yield stress on slip system ���, G is the

shear modulus, nss is the number of slip systems, B�
� is the mag-
nitude of the Burgers vector, and the coefficients a
 are the slip-
system interaction coefficients. T is the temperature, T0 is the
reference temperature, and � is the thermal softening exponent.

For a given deformed state of the material, the dislocation
structure of total dislocation density 
��� is additively decomposed
into a mobile and an immobile dislocation density 
m

��� and 
im
���,

respectively, as


��� = 
m
��� + 
im

��� �5�
It is assumed that during an increment of strain, there ensues a

change in the dislocation structure. The balance between genera-
tion and annihilation of dislocation densities as a function of strain
is thus taken as a basis for the following equations that describe
the evolution of mobile and immobile dislocation densities:

d
m
���

dt
= ��̇����	 gsour

B���B����
im
���


m
���� −

gminter

B���B���exp�−
�H

kT
�

−
gimmob�
��� �6�

B��� im 
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d
im
���

dt
= ��̇����	 gminter

B���B���exp�−
�H

kT
� +

gimmob

B���
�
im

���

− grecov exp��H

kT
�
im

���
 �7�

here gsour, gminter, grecov, and gimmob are coefficients correspond-
ng to the generation of mobile dislocation densities, trapping of

obile dislocations by dislocation-dislocation interactions, rear-
angement and annihilation of immobile dislocations by recovery,
nd immobilization of mobile dislocations, respectively. For a de-
ermination of these coefficients, see Ref. �21�. �H is the enthalpy
f activation of plastic deformation, and k is the Boltzmann con-
tant.

4.2 Precipitate-Crystal Representation. As seen from the
ec. 4.1, the crystal plasticity constitutive formulation requires the

dentification of the specific crystal structures, slip systems, and
aterial properties. In Al–Cu alloys, the � phase �Al2Cu� has an

4 /mcm structure with a=0.607 nm and c=0.487 nm �22�. The

� phase has a tetragonal structure I4̄m2, with a=0.404 nm and
=0.58 nm �23�. The � phase �Al2Cu� was proposed as mono-
linic �24,25�, hexagonal �26�, and tetragonal distorted � phases
27�. The accepted structure for the � phase was the orthorhombic
tructure �Fmmm� proposed by Knowles and Stobbs �28�, with
=0.496 nm, b=0.858 nm, and c=0.848 nm. In this study, the

and �� phases were modeled as I4 /mcm �27,29�, using 12 slip
ystems corresponding to the shortest two Burgers vectors in the �
rystals �C16 structure� �30,31�, and with the concomitant rational
rientation relations to the matrix �22�.

4.3 Orientation of Crystal Lattice With Respect to Ele-
ent Axes. First, the Miller indices of planes and directions that

efine orientation relations between precipitates and matrix were
efined. The following procedure was then used to crystallo-
raphically orient slip normals and directions within precipitates
nd the matrix with respect to the global axes, while observing
atrix-precipitate orientation relations. A schematic representa-

ion of this procedure is shown in Fig. 4 along with the entire
equence of transformation matrices.

Fig. 4 Illustration of slip vector „Vj… transformation sequenc
in fractional coordinates. „b… The slip system vectors are
precipitate vectors are aligned with the matrix vectors in acc
vectors are mapped to the axes of the polycrystalline agg
aggregate to the element axes.
The slip directions and planes for the matrix and precipitates

51306-4 / Vol. 76, SEPTEMBER 2009
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are defined in fractional coordinates. Since the precipitates are
noncubic, the vectors defining slip-plane normals are not equiva-
lent to their miller indices, and normals may be obtained by a
reciprocal lattice construct. The vectors are then mapped from the
precipitate space to the matrix space. This is achieved by the
transformation sequence �MCart

�� ��M�
Cart�, where �M�

Cart� transforms
a vector in the precipitate �e.g., �� to a vector in a Cartesian
frame, and �MCart

�� � takes the transformed vector from the Cartesian
frame to the matrix crystal. The form of �M� is adapted from Ref.
�32�. The vectors are then aligned according to the orientation
relations by matrix �T��

� �, followed by another transformation
�M�

Cart�, taking vectors from the matrix space to a Cartesian space
if necessary �i.e., matrix crystal is noncubic�. Random Euler
angles are then assigned to every grain to align crystal lattices,
with respect to the polycrystalline aggregate axes. This transfor-
mation, defined as �TCart

poly�, is adapted from Ref. �33�. The poly-
crystalline aggregate axes are then aligned with the corotational
frame of the element �initially identical to the drawing plane�
using �Tpoly

elem�.

4.4 Geometry of the Precipitate Crystals. A large aspect
ratio �L / t=24� was chosen to be consistent with observed values
in quaternary alloys �34�. Further, to capture a microstructural
length scale consistent with precipitates, a thickness of 500 nm
was used. Finally, a total volume fraction of 3% was assumed for
the precipitates.

4.5 2D Finite Element Model. The multiple-slip dislocation-
density based crystal plasticity formulation was implemented
within the framework of the explicit dynamic FE program
ABAQUS/EXPLICIT to investigate the behavior of a polycrystalline
aggregate representative of 2139-Al under large compressive in-
elastic strains and strain rates. An 18 grain aggregate with dimen-
sions of 100�100 m2 �Fig. 5� was used, where the grain size
was of a maximum of 1000 m2. Random Euler angles were
assigned for relative grain misorientations that did not exceed 10
deg. The � and �� precipitates were placed near the centroid of
each grain based on the crystallographic formulations as outlined
earlier �i.e., having aligned their thickness and long directions in

„a…–„e…… to the element axes. „a… The slip system is identified
nsformed from precipitate space to matrix space. „c… The
ance with the orientation relationships. „d… The oriented slip
ate. „e… The vectors are mapped from the polycrystalline
e „

tra
ord
reg
accordance with their rational orientation relationships, with re-
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pect to each grain, and then projecting these directions in 2D�.
he material properties used in this study are summarized in Table
and accompanied by their respective references.
The aggregate was subjected to different nominal axial strain

ates ranging from 10−3 s−1 to 104 s−1 by applying a velocity
long the normal direction. Symmetry boundary conditions were
pplied for a 2D plane-strain deformation �Fig. 5� A convergent
esh of 6500 elements was used. Four-node bilinear plane-strain

uadrilaterals, with one-point integration and enhanced assumed-

Fig. 5 An 18 grain aggregate with
applied strain rate of 104 s−1 on t
boundary conditions at the left and

Table 1 Material prop

Property Description

E�GPa� Young’s modulus
� Poisson’s ratio
	y �MPa� Static yield stress

 �g /cm3� Mass density
Cp �J /kg K� Specific heat
�H /k �K� Activation enthalpy/Boltzmann cons
�̇ref�s−1� Reference strain rate
�̇crit�s−1� Critical strain rate

im

0 �m−2� Initial immobile dislocation densi

mo

0 �m−2� Initial mobile dislocation density
T0 �K� Reference temperature
m Strain rate sensitivity
� Thermal softening exponent
� Fraction of plastic dissipation to he
gsource Dislocation source coefficient
gimmob Dislocation immobilization coeffici
gminter Mobile dislocation interaction coeffic
grecov Recovery coefficient
ai Slip-system interaction coefficien
ournal of Applied Mechanics
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strain hourglass control, were used. For representative behavior,
the results for an applied strain rate of 104 s−1 will be presented in
this paper.

5 Microstructural Finite Element Results
The contours of the accumulated plastic slip were shown in Fig.

6. The maximum accumulated plastic strain is 1.4 with most of the
maximum accumulations occurring at the precipitate-matrix inter-

and Ω precipitates, subject to an
upper surface and with symmetry
tom edges

ies for �-Al, Ω and ��

Value

ReferenceAl � ,��

69 140 �35�
0.34 0.34

35 35 —
2.70 4.36 —

902 902 �36�
2500 3100 �37�

0.001 0.001 �38�
104 104

1012 108 —
1010 106 —
293 293 —

0.02 0.02 �39�
0.5 0.5
0.9 0.9
2.76�10−5 2.76�10−5 �38�
0.0127 0.0127

t 5.53 5.53
6.69�105 6.69�105

0.5 0.5
��
he
ert

tant

ty

at

ent
ien

t
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aces. The curves for the comparison between the precipitate-free
luminum and the 2139-Al indicate that the presence of precipi-
ates has a significant effect on the plastic slip behavior and dis-
ribution. Specifically, the precipitates are clearly shear deform-
ble. This is consistent with observations in Refs. �40–42�. The
lip within the �� and � precipitates has not resulted in slip con-
entration as was often observed with shearable particles �42–44�.
his could be due to the precipitates continuing to harden and also
cting as physical barriers that impede the matrix from forming
arge connected zones of intense plastic strain. Moreover, the FE

odel, though constrained in plane strain, showed plastic strain
n multiple slip systems in the � and �� precipitates. Therefore,
lip in the precipitates was not planar, and shearing did not local-
ze as would otherwise be expected �45�.

The corresponding adiabatic temperature changes are shown in
ig. 7. The � precipitates along the selected evaluation path have
lesser increase in temperature than the �� phase or the matrix,
hich indicates that these precipitates may delay thermal soften-

ng of the 2139-Al alloy. This, combined with the diffuse plastic
lip accumulation, is another indication of 2139-Al’s ductility and
ack of susceptibility to shear-strain localization.

The contours in Fig. 8 show the immobile dislocation density
orresponding to slip system �111��011� in the matrix, which was
he most active matrix system, and the immobile dislocation den-
ity corresponding to the most active system �110��112� for the

Fig. 6 „a… Contour plot of plastic slip at a
parison between 2139-Al and precipitate-fr
recipitates. The contours indicate that the matrix slip system

51306-6 / Vol. 76, SEPTEMBER 2009
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saturated to 1014 m−2 over most grains. This saturation actually
occurred in most of the grains, at a nominal strain of approxi-
mately 12%, which was approximately equivalent to the true
strain at which softening was first observed in the experimental
stress-strain curves.

It was also seen that the dislocation densities attain maximum
values at precipitate-free triple junction points and at precipitate-
matrix interfaces. From the curve, it was seen that peaks in the
immobile dislocation densities were at the matrix � interfaces.
This accumulation at the precipitate interfaces further indicates
the incompatibility of slip in the surrounding matrix with � pre-
cipitates, similar to the observations in Refs. �41,42,46� for �100��

and �111�� precipitates. This accumulation, however, does not oc-
cur for the �� precipitates along the selected path. Furthermore,
the largest immobile dislocation density for � precipitates was at
40% of the value in the matrix and ��, which have both saturated.
This was therefore an indication that � precipitates can add fur-
ther strength and ductility through the interrelated mechanism of
material hardening and dislocation density generation.

The evolution of the reference shear stress values was shown in
Fig. 9. It was clear from the contours that the � precipitates gen-
erally harden more than the surrounding matrix, and often more
than the �� precipitates. The curves in Fig. 9 show hardening
peaks within the � precipitate well above those for the �� precipi-

minal strain of 25%. „b… Plastic slip com-
Al along path shown in „a….
no
ee
tates or the matrix for the selected path. Hence, the � precipitates
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Fig. 8 „a… Contour plot of immobile dislocation density normalized by the initial density
for „111…†011‡ slip system in the matrix and „110…†112‡ in the precipitates at a nominal
strain of 25% „i.e., most active slip systems…. „b… Comparison of dislocation densities for
most active slip systems between 2139-Al and precipitate-free Al along path shown in
Fig. 7 Adiabatic temperature increase comparison between 2139-Al and precipitate-free
Al along a selected path, showing the temperature build up to be the lowest inside the Ω
precipitates
„a….
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ave a marked effect on strengthening the alloy, and it was more
ronounced than that of the �� precipitates. It was clear, however,
hat different grain orientations would align �� and � differently,
ith respect to the loading direction, and could thus favor ��
ardening more than �. Hence, the effectiveness of precipitate
trengthening of the alloy was dependent on the crystallographic
rientation of the grains, which governs the relative precipitate
rientations with respect to the loading of the aggregate, a depen-
ence that was consistent with the observations and predictions in
efs. �46,47�. The presence, therefore, of both �� and �, acting on
ifferent crystallographic orientations in the alloy, could be ex-
ected to enhance the strength and strain-hardening response �45�
or the various grain orientations in the polycrystalline aggregate.

Summary
From the experiments, it was observed that the 2139-Al

lloy exhibits considerable hardening at quasistatic strain rates
�10−3 s−1�, can be deformed to large equivalent strains, and has

strength of approximately 800 MPa, which was significantly
igher than most aluminum alloys. As the strain rate was in-
reased to 8100/s, 2139-Al exhibited significant ductility of up to
0%. There was slight stress softening, but the strengths were
nly slightly lower than those observed in the quasistatic regime.

Fig. 9 „a… Contour plot of reference shear
strain of 25%. „b… Comparison of referen
between 2139-Al and precipitate-free Al alo
he stress-strain response softened in the dynamic regime at true

51306-8 / Vol. 76, SEPTEMBER 2009
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strains of approximately 12%. Moreover, 2139-Al exhibits consid-
erable rate sensitivity, particularly at strain rates beyond 103 s−1.
These results are an indication of 2139-Al’s high strength, signifi-
cant ductility, and lack of susceptibility to shear strain localization
under compressive strain rates.

First principles calculations, describing the structure of the
�-Al interface, indicated that the strongest bonding, and hence the
greatest stabilization of the interface, occurs when the Mg substi-
tutes for the Al layer closest to � phase, and the Ag substitutes for
the Al in the next layer into the Al, hence forming an interfacial
bilayer like that observed experimentally �16�. The theoretically
determined structure allows strong Ag–Al, Mg–Cu and Ag–Mg
bonding, while excluding the weaker Ag–Cu bonds. The analysis
of the charge density at the interface showed a net transfer of
electrons to the � and Al matrix from the interface region that
contributes to interface stabilization. Hence, the first principles
modeling provides both a viable atom-resolved structure consis-
tent with experiment and an insight into the driving force for the
stability of the � phase in terms of bonding strengths and electron
charge transfer.

The predictions from the microstructural finite element model
indicated that the precipitates continue to harden, and also act as
physical barriers that impede the matrix from forming large con-

ss normalized by static yield at a nominal
shear stress „normalized by static yield…
the path shown in „a….
stre
ce
ng
nected zones of intense plastic strain. This understanding was
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redicated on the accurate representation of the crystallography of
he precipitates and the matrix. Moreover, the multiplicity of ac-
ive slip systems resulted in the shearing of the precipitates, and
his multiplicity also inhibited shear strain localization. As the
redictions indicated, the combined effects of �� and �, acting on
ifferent crystallographic orientations, enhance the strength and
train-hardening response of the alloy. The � precipitates had
ower temperature increases than the matrix and therefore could
elay thermal softening. Furthermore, dislocation densities in �
ave not saturated. Hence, � had the inherent capacity of increas-
ng strength and ductility to the alloy through the interrelated

echanisms of hardening, and sustained ductility through precipi-
ate shearing.

This integrated experimental and computational framework that
pans different spatial and temporal scales provides a detailed
nderstanding of the underlying mechanisms that delineate the
igh strength, ductility, and lack of susceptibility to shear strain
ocalization of 2139-Al over a spectrum of dynamic compressive
train rates.
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